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Priority Point and Bonus Program FAQ 

 
When will the updates to Priority Points and the new Bonus Point program go into 
effect? 
The updates will go into effect after Convention 2017. August 1, 2017 will be the start date for the new 
calculation of Priority Points and the formal launch of Bonus Points. 
 
 
What happens to the non-expo investments I have made thus far in 2017? 
Non-expo investments made in 2017, will be rewarded Bonus Points.  
 
 
How will I redeem my Bonus Points? 
Bonus Point redemption opportunities will be communicated each quarter via the Supplier Pulse. 
Clients will be able to request Bonus Point redemptions through their designated business development 
Vice President at GBTA. If you have questions about Bonus Points, your designated business 
development Vice President should be contacted.  
 
 
How do I earn Bonus Points? 
Each $5,000 dollar investment in GBTA marketing, sponsorship or research (excluding your booth 
investments) will earn 1 point. Bonus Points are deposited into the client account once the 
corresponding invoice has been paid.  
 
 
Do my Bonus Points expire? 
Bonus points are available for redemption up to 24 months from the quarter they were earned.  
 
 
How do I earn Priority Points in the new structure? 
1 point for each 10 x 10 booth unit and 10 points for each year of continual participation for each 
specific event, Convention, Europe and Canada conferences. Points are accumulated for each event 
separately.  
 
 
How do I redeem Priority Points? 
Priority Points are totaled before Expo Selection (at Convention, Europe and Canada conferences) and 
used to determine the client ranking for Expo Selection order. Clients will be given their appointment 
slot based on the order prior to Convention, Europe, Canada conferences.  
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How will I know my Priority Point and Bonus Point totals? 
GBTA will distribute quarterly statements to each client. First statement will be delivered in October 
2017.  
 
 
I would like more information, is any additional information going to be available? 
Clients may also request additional information from their respective GBTA business development staff 
member.  
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